


IWM PRO and IWM PRO Double Wireless Mic System 

Feature Abstract 

• IWM PRO and IWM PRO Double use a latest high fedelity technology of UHF wireless transmission to ensure the superb clear original sound. 
• True diversity reception can ensure no blind point or dropout during long range transmission, maximum receiving

range is up to 300m with stable signal.
• Receiver is equipped with a TFT dispaly and has multiple equalization mode adjustments to meet different demands of

use to make a better sound quality.

• Receiver has 32 groups of channel, pre-set 6000 selectable frequencies.

• Simple to operate, with features of quick spectrurm scan and channel setup to avoid interference from other wireless

devices in the same location.

• Supports the simultaneous use of 20 sets, antenna bridge feature may connect multiple receivers, transmitters may use ID

identification feature to quickly find corresponding receivers.

• English and Chinese menu switch on receiver

• Receiver has lock feature to avoid accident change of setup

• IWM PRO and IWM PRO Double is a wireless mic system with features of high quality sound, reliable and stable signal,

multifunctional and easy-of-use, designed for a complex stage environment and a location requires a very long distance

transmission, it may definitely meet your high demand of sound quality.

Frequency Selection 

IHOS can provide different frequency band options for the wireless system that comply with government regulations in different 

countries or regions. These regulations help limit the interference of radio frequency (RF) between different wireless devices, 

And it can prevent interference with local public communication channels such as television and emergency broadcasting. 

The receiver and transmitters are labeled with the system's band and frequency range. For example, "610MHz-698MHz". 

For information on the available bands in your region, please consult your local dealer or call us to check. You may also go to 

our officical website for more details. 

Group and Channel 

To transmit audio signals through a wireless system, the transmitter and receiver must be set to an identical radio frequency 

or channel. Because each microphone must use a different channel. 

A large channel selection range allows users to use more microphones simultaneously. It also provides a wider selection of available 

channels - these channels are away from interference from television broadcasts, electronic devices, or other wireless systems. 

A group is a combination of a series of compatible channels. By setting channels in the same group, wireless microphones can 

achieve better performance. 

Frequency Automatic Scanning 

The following functions can scan the radio frequency environment to find the best group and channel settings for specific 

installations. 

Channel scanning: Find the best available channel in the current selection group and set up it for the receiver. 

Spectrum Analyzer 

This feature can scan audio signals transmitted by multiple wireless systems in the same environment, and then stagger the 

channels between the system and other wireless devices , this can avoid channel interference issue. 

Interface Lock 

This feature can lock the transmitter and receiver, so user cannot change setup. 
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IWM PRO and IWM PRO Double Wireless Mic System 

Specification for RX and TX 

Receiver 

Frequency Range 

Frequency Bandwidth 

Maximum Number of Channels 

Receiving Sensitivity 

Frequency Stability 

Antenna Input 

Antenna Output 

Image Rejection 

3rd Order IMD Suppression 

Block Suppression 

Adjacent Channel Rejection 

Signal-To-Noise Ratio 

Power Supply 

Handheld 

Frequency Range 

Frequency Bandwidth 

RF Power 

Max Frequency Deviation 

Power Requirements 

Battery Life 

Bodypack 

Frequency Range 

Frequency Bandwidth 

RF Power 

Max Frequency Deviation 

Power Requirements 

Battery Life 

610-698MHz

42M/60M 

6000 

-105dBm/S/N = 12dB

+-10PPM 

2*BNC/50O 

2*SMA/50O 

>100dB

>75dB

>75dB

>110dB (+-200KHz)

.:110dB 

1500mA 

610-698MHz

88M 

10/30mW 

65KHz 

1 *14500 Lithium Battery or 1 *1.SV AA Battery 

1 *14500 Lithium Battery, 9-10 hrs (high power level); 13-14 hrs ( low power level) 

610-698MHz

88M 

10/30mW 

65KHz 

Built-in lithium battery 

8-10 hours
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